
HOW TO PLAY

GAME COMPARISONS

The UDL uses the variation of dominoes known as Muggins, Big 6 or Hi Five.
In this variation, players only score if the ends of the dominoes placed add up to a multiple of five.

OBJECT OF THE GAME

Be the first play to score 150 points.

UDL TOURNAMENT GAME PLAY

The Wash: To begin the dominoes are placed face down and shuffled or "Washed".
  Drawing: Once the tiles are shuffled, each player draws seven tiles. The rest of the dominoes are
moved to the side area called the “boneyard”. The player with the highest double tile begins the
game.

BEGINNING GAME PLAY

The player who draws the highest double plays first. If no player has a double, the highest domino
plays first ie. (6/5, 6/4) .

THE BONEYARD
IF a player cannot play, players pull dominoes until they draw a playable domino.

ENDING THE GAME

The first player to use all their dominoes (empty their hand) says “DOMINO” and ends the round.

AFTER A PLAYER DOMINOES
The player receives any points left in the opposing player’s hands (totaling the number of pips and
rounding them to the nearest multiple of five).  The player that Dominoes can start the next hand with
any domino they choose. If no player can play and the game is blocked, then the player with the
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ENDING THE GAME
 The first player to use all their dominoes (empty their hand) says “DOMINO” and ends the round.

AFTER A PLAYER DOMINOES
 The player receives any points left in the opposing player’s hands (totaling the number of pips and rounding them to 

the nearest multiple of five). The player that Dominoes can start the next hand with any domino they choose. If no 
player can play and the game is blocked, then the player with the lowest pip total wins, scoring their opponent's 
points and rounding off the points to the nearest multiple of five.

ROUNDS
 Rounds are played until the first player wins 2 games. Best of 3 games up to 150 points.

TIME TO PLAY
 Players have 15 minutes per game. If the period ends before players score 150 points, the player with the most points 

wins and the next game will begin play or match ends if the player has won thesecond game.

SCORING
 Dominoes are played to matching ends, but to score the open ends have to total a multiple of five.

SCORING CHIPS
 Each player has 30 five point scoring chips representing 150 points.
 Player 1 has 30 - red 5 point scoring chips and Player 2 has 30 - black 5 point scoring chips. Whenever a player 

scores, the opposing player gives the player their colored scoring chips totaling the amount they have scored.

MUGGINS
 If a player does not notice they have scored a multiple of five, an opponent may call “muggins” after the next play; the 

opponent will receive the points instead.

WINNING A GAME
 The first player that has no scoring chips remaining loses the game. Multiple rounds may be played until the 150 

points are achieved.
 Players can begin the game with any amount of points scored in multiples of 5, players don’t need 10 points to begin 

scoring in a UDL game.

EQUIPMENT
 • UDL Dominoes (28 count set)
 • UDL Official Scoring Chips (30 each player)
 • UDL Official Gaming Mat
 • UDL Official Score Card (Used to mark spinner of each round and final score of each game.
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OFFICIAL RULES
1.  SPINNER  (Spinner Tracker is on the scorecard for players to keep track of the spinner.)
 When either player plays the first double, it is considered the spinner and can be played on all four sides. Players are 

responsible to mark the spinner for each game on the UDL Official Scorecard. If a player plays on a domino that isn't the 
Spinner it is considered a Bogus Play and the player will be disqualified from the game. If a player starts the game with a 
5-5 and has a 6-6 domino in their hand and the opposing player notices it during the match, it is the opposing player’s 
responsibility to call the UDL Official and resolve the infraction. Any player caught in violation of this rule will be disqualified 
from the game if it can be proven that a player has committed this offense.

2.  DOMINOES EXPOSED
 Dominoes exposed during the shuffle will be turned back down and reshuffled.

3.  PLAYERS MUST SHUFFLE THE DOMINOES EVERY HAND / NO REDRAW 
OR RESHUFFLE
Players must thoroughly shuffle the dominoes before every hand. No redraw or reshuffle is permitted due to too many 
doubles or voids in suits.

4. SCORING AND MUGGINS
 Counts and Scores must be called orally before the next person plays or passes. If a player does not call the score, the 

opponent can call their points after the player has played by calling Muggins after you play.
 The player that has missed their points must pay the points missed to the opposing player.

5. WHEN A GAME IS LOCKED
 The player with the lowest point total in hand wins the hand, and is also awarded the opposing player's point total. The 

player with the highest double will start the next hand.

6.  BOGUS PLAY
When a player plays bogus he is disqualified from the game. It is the player’s responsibility to call a bogus play when they 
notice it. If a player notices bogus play after the opposing player has played a domino then play continues and the domino 
is considered a played domino, A player must call a bogus domino that has been played before they play on it. Players must 
stop playing and call a UDL Official to resolve the infraction.

7.  PASSED AND COULD PLAY
 If a player pulls from the boneyard with playable dominoes in their hand the player is disqualified from the game. It is the 

opposing player’s responsibility to notice if the player had a playable domino and passed. Players must stop playing and call 
a UDL Official if they notice a player has passed with a playable domino.

8.  EXPOSED AND MISPLAYED DOMINO
 If the domino in question can be properly identified by any player, it is considered exposed and must be played on the first 

opportunity. Misplaced dominoes or Exposed dominoes must be placed on the proper end if discovered before the next 
play. If a player misplaces the domino on the wrong end and a player notices it, the play is considered a Bogus play and the 
Bogus Play rule will be enforced. The Player will be disqualified from the game. Players must stop playing and call a UDL 
Official if they notice an exposed domino.

9.  BREAKS / RESTROOM BREAKS
 No breaks are permitted during matches unless given permission by UDL Official. Players cannot take a break
 during the last 15 minutes of a round. If a player has to leave they are disqualified from the tournament. Players
 must call a UDL Official to resolve the infraction.

10. TIME FOR PLAY
 Each player is allowed 15 seconds per play. When players pull from the boneyard they have 15 seconds from the time they 

play a playable domino that can be played. if you exceed the 15 seconds you will be given a warning for slow play by the 
UDL Official. The second slow play infraction the player is required to pay 20 points to the opposing player. The third slow 
play infraction the player will be disqualified from the game. It is the player's responsibility to notify a UDL Official if a player 
is playing slow. Play must be stopped and a UDL Official must be called to resolve this infraction.

11. GAME TIME
 Players will have 15 minutes per game and 45 minutes to complete a best of 3 matches; time will be monitored by an 

Official UDL Time Clock. At the end of each game, the player who has the most points wins the game. If players are tied 
when the game ends, players continue playing in overtime until the first player scores.

12. PLAYING OUT OF TURN
 Considered an exposed domino and must be played on the first opportunity.

13. SLAMMING DOMINOES
 Any player who slams a domino and disconnects tiles will be disqualified from the tournament. Play will be stopped and a 

UDL Official must be called to resolve this infraction. No slamming dominoes. Players can firmly place dominoes down and 
have fun playing, but no slamming dominoes. If a player breaks any equipment by slamming dominoes the player will be 
financially responsible for whatever they break or damage and will be banned from UDL Events for life. The UDL doesn’t 
tolerate slamming dominoes whatsoever. This rule is strictly enforced.

14.  HIDING DOMINOES OR CONCEALING DOMINOES
 Dominoes must be visible at all times; players cannot hide dominoes. If a player conceals dominoes they will be 

disqualified from the match without warning. Play must be stopped and a UDL Official must be called to resolve this 
infraction.

15.  PLAYER CONDUCT
 If players have a misunderstanding over a call, players are required to raise their hand or call over a UDL Official to resolve 

the issue. Players cannot stand up and exchange words or have verbal confrontations at UDL Events for any reason. UDL 
Officials are present to enforce the UDL Rules. If a player violates these rules they will be immediately removed from the 
tournament with no warning. Dominoes is a social game and is supposed to be played with respect and integrity. The UDL 
job is bringing a positive, safe, fun and respectful environment and platform for the game of dominoes worldwide.

16. SCORE OF EACH GAME AND WINS / LOSSES ( UDL Official Scorecard)
 Players must write down the final score of each game and the wins and losses of the match for each player on the UDL 

Official Scorecard at the end of each match. . Spinner Tracker area on the scorecard is for players to keep track of the 
spinner for each game.

17. NO SUBSTITUTIONS
 Players cannot substitute another player into the tournament for any reason. If a player has to leave the player is 

disqualified.

18. DOMINOES IN THE BONEYARD -
 Dominoes in the boneyard must be placed in the outlined domino area in the boneyard.

19. TIE
 If both players cannot play and the total pips in their hand are the same, neither player will receive points. 

Players will reshuffle tiles and begin the next hand with the highest double.

20. ON THE BOARD
 A player with no points on the board, cannot collect their opponents points after they domino.


